
Breaking the Time Barrier: First Exact Replica
of the Timeless 1849 Jaques London Chess
Pieces Unveiled

Reproduction Jaques London

1850 Chess Set Reproduction

WHITCHURCH, UNITED KINGDOM,

April 22, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

The official Staunton Chess Company

UK proudly announces the availability

of the highly anticipated John Jaques

1850 Chess Set Reproduction. Released

in February 2024, this faithful

reproduction brings the elegance and

tradition of the 1849/50 era into the

hands of chess enthusiasts

worldwide.

Crafted with meticulous attention to

detail, the John Jaques 1850 Chess Set

Reproduction is a direct copy of the

original Jaques antique chess set, ensuring absolute accuracy and authenticity.

The creators of this reproduction went above and beyond by sending physical samples of the

This reproduction is not just

a chess set; it's a testament

to our commitment to

historical accuracy.”

Carmelo Miceli

cherished Jaques set to India for replication. This

dedication to historical precision sets a new standard in

the world of chess reproductions, offering enthusiasts the

opportunity to experience the beauty and craftsmanship of

the past like never before.

The John Jaques 1850 Chess Set Reproduction is now

available in stock, making it a rare treasure for chess

enthusiasts and collectors alike. Each set showcases the craftsmanship and beauty of a bygone

era, making it a prized addition to any collection.

With its limited availability and high demand, enthusiasts are encouraged to secure their order

http://www.einpresswire.com


Reintroduction 1849-50

Reproduction Jaques London

today and make history a part of their

collection.

About the Official Staunton Chess

Company UK:

The Official Staunton Chess Company

UK is dedicated to offering high-quality

chess sets and accessories to

enthusiasts and collectors worldwide.

With a commitment to authenticity and

tradition, we strive to provide unique

reproductions that capture the essence

of historical eras.

Gareth Ellis

Staunton Chess Company
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/705537533
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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